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Integer Time Budgeting (ITB) ProblemInteger Time Budgeting (ITB) Problem

uu DefinitionDefinition
§§ Slack:Slack: the amount of extra delay that each component

(either a small gate or a large module) of a design can
tolerate without violating the given timing constraint

u Time budgeting problem
§ The problem of distributing the slacks to different

modules of a design to optimize some objectives
(such as area, power)

§ Example: reduce area/power by using slower adders

u Integer time budgeting problem
§ The slacks must be integral values
§ Applications:: scheduling, gate sizing, interconnect

planning
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++ ++
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MotivationMotivation
uu Maximizing sum of weighted slack might be suboptimal forMaximizing sum of weighted slack might be suboptimal for

power optimizationpower optimization
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Related WorkRelated Work

uu NetworkNetwork--flowflow--based algorithmbased algorithm
§§ A Unified Theory of Time Budget Management, [A Unified Theory of Time Budget Management, [GhiasiGhiasi et al., ICCADet al., ICCAD’’04]04]

•• Can solve the ITB problem optimally with linear objective functiCan solve the ITB problem optimally with linear objective functionon
§§ Design Closure Driven Delay Relaxation Based on Convex Cost Network Flowork Flow

[Lin et al., DATE[Lin et al., DATE’’07]07]
•• Can handle convex objective functionCan handle convex objective function

uu Mathematical programming approachMathematical programming approach
§§ A Mathematical Formulation of Integer Time Budgeting ProblemA Mathematical Formulation of Integer Time Budgeting Problem [Cong[Cong et al.,et al.,

TECHCON‘‘07]07]

§§ Handles convex objective functionHandles convex objective function

§§ Intuitive and easy to be incorporated into systems with applicatIntuitive and easy to be incorporated into systems with applicationion--specificspecific
design constraintsdesign constraints
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A Mathematical Formulation of Time Budgeting ProblemA Mathematical Formulation of Time Budgeting Problem
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1si : start time of node vi

di : minimum latency of vi

bi : time budget at node vi
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Totally Unimodular Constraint Matrix
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Theorem 1:
The ITB constraint
matrix is a TUM
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Optimizing Separable Convex Objective
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Application to LowApplication to Low--Power SchedulingPower Scheduling

uu MotivationMotivation
§§ Scheduling and time budgeting are highly correlatedScheduling and time budgeting are highly correlated

uu ProblemProblem
§§ Consider the scheduling and budgeting problem together toConsider the scheduling and budgeting problem together to

minimize the average power under time constraintminimize the average power under time constraint TT

uu Main ideaMain idea
§§ Integrate our ITB problem with the SDC based scheduling

[Cong and Zhang, An efficient and Versatile Scheduling Algorithm[Cong and Zhang, An efficient and Versatile Scheduling Algorithm Based onBased on
SDC Formulation, DACSDC Formulation, DAC’’06]06]
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LowLow--power Scheduling Problem Formulationpower Scheduling Problem Formulation

u Given:
§§ A data flow graph GA data flow graph G

§§ A latency constraint TA latency constraint T

§§ A set of optional scheduling constraintsA set of optional scheduling constraints
including cycle time constraint, relativeincluding cycle time constraint, relative
timing constraints and resource constraints.timing constraints and resource constraints.

§§ A set of powerA set of power--delay tradeoff curves for eachdelay tradeoff curves for each
type of operation such as addition,type of operation such as addition,
multiplication, etc.multiplication, etc.

u Objective
§§ Get a valid scheduling which satisfies all theGet a valid scheduling which satisfies all the

constraints and minimize the total powerconstraints and minimize the total power
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LowLow--Power SchedulingPower Scheduling
uu Each nodeEach node vvii ∈∈ VVopop is associated with a node budgeting variableis associated with a node budgeting variable

bvbv((vvii)) which denotes the # of clock cycles that operationwhich denotes the # of clock cycles that operation vvii lasts inlasts in
the final schedulethe final schedule

uu Adjust the following constraintsAdjust the following constraints
§§ Data dependence constraintData dependence constraint

•• ∀∀ ((uu,, vv))∈∈EEdd :: svsvbegbeg((uu) +) + bvbv((uu)) ≤≤ svsvbegbeg((vv))
§§ Latency constraintLatency constraint TT

•• ∀∀ vv∈∈VVopop :: svsvbegbeg((uu) +) + bvbv((vv)) ≤≤ TT
§§ Throughput constraint with initiation intervalThroughput constraint with initiation interval IIII

•• ∀∀ vv∈∈VVopop :: bvbv((vv)) ≤≤ IIII

uu Optimizing total node powerOptimizing total node power
§§ We can optimally minimize the total node power in polynomial timWe can optimally minimize the total node power in polynomial timee
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Consideration of Resource Binding
uu Optimizing total FU powerOptimizing total FU power

§§ Constraint matrix is no longer totally unimodular with theConstraint matrix is no longer totally unimodular with the
requirement that:
•• all operations sharing a same function unit must have same slackall operations sharing a same function unit must have same slackss

§§ The problem is NPThe problem is NP--complete (reduction from 3complete (reduction from 3--SAT)SAT)

uu Proposed heuristicProposed heuristic
§§ First solve the continuous version and obtain theFirst solve the continuous version and obtain the ““optimaloptimal””

fractional budgetfractional budget fbfb((vvii)) for each nodefor each node vvii

§§ Perform a global rounding by minimizing thePerform a global rounding by minimizing the leastleast--squares errorsquares error
•• Objective function is separable convexObjective function is separable convex
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LowLow--power Scheduling Flow
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CC--toto--
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Power, area, and cycle time comparisons between WMS and LPS (Latency constraint
= 1.2x the longest path length)

Experimental ResultsExperimental Results
−− Comparison with Max Weighted Slack
uu LPS: Minimize total node powerLPS: Minimize total node power
uu WMS: Maximize maximum weighted slackWMS: Maximize maximum weighted slack
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Experimental Results
−− Considerations of Resource SharingConsiderations of Resource Sharing

Actual power consumption

uu LPS_NRS: Minimize total node power (without considering resource sharing)e sharing)
uu LPS_RS: Minimize total function unit power (considering resourceLPS_RS: Minimize total function unit power (considering resource sharing)sharing)
uu ILP: ILPILP: ILP--based approach to directly minimize total FU power (optimal solubased approach to directly minimize total FU power (optimal solution)tion)

LPS_RS is within 6% of the ILP exact approach and outperforms LPLPS_RS is within 6% of the ILP exact approach and outperforms LPS_NRS by 30%S_NRS by 30%
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Conclusions and Future Work

uu ConclusionsConclusions
§§ A mathematical programming formulation of the integer timeA mathematical programming formulation of the integer time

budgeting problem with great flexibility and extensibilitybudgeting problem with great flexibility and extensibility

§§ Application to lowApplication to low--power scheduling problempower scheduling problem

uu Future worksFuture works
§§ Apply our ITB formulation to other problemsApply our ITB formulation to other problems
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uu Thanks.Thanks.
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Design Closure Driven Delay Relaxation Based on Convex CostDesign Closure Driven Delay Relaxation Based on Convex Cost
Network Flow [DATE07]Network Flow [DATE07]

uu Problem formulationProblem formulation
§ Design Closure Driven Delay Relaxation problem

§ Essentially a ITB problem with convex objective function

uu SolutionSolution
§ Transformation to a convex cost integer dual network flow problem

u Comparison with mathematical programming (MP) approach
§§ Network flow based algorithm has a better worstNetwork flow based algorithm has a better worst--case complexitycase complexity

§§ MP approach allows the utilization of the leadingMP approach allows the utilization of the leading--edge mathematicaledge mathematical
programming solversprogramming solvers

§§ MP approach can be easily extended to support application specifMP approach can be easily extended to support application specific constraintsic constraints
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